Testimonials from current USA Farmers Members

“USA Farmers has become the premier organization representing H2A employers in Washington DC and the nation. With constant struggles to find a legal and stable labor supply, USA Farmers has led the charge to improve our regulatory environment and improve our nation’s immigration system. We are proud members of the association and encourage all H2A employers to support this outstanding organization.”

Jon C. Wyss
Gebbers Farms
Brewster, WA
1,057 – H2A workers in 2016

“USA Farmers has enabled me to get real time updates on H2A participation from representatives around the Country who are very engaged in the process. As the H2A program has become increasingly complex to utilize, USA Farmers has provided a forum to air and question new issues, both local and governmental. USA Board members and Advisors have been very transparent in sharing and advising/discussing H2A related matters. Equally important, USA Farmers has formulated a consensus driven position on H2A Reform and/or a denovo Guest Worker Program for presentation to our Washington lawmakers. Finally, "United we stand, Divided (or fragmented) we stumble.”

Lew DeEugenio Jr MD, FACP
Summit City Farms and Winery
Glassboro, NJ 08028
50 – H2A workers in 2016

“H-2A employers face unique challenges that are not well understood by our neighbors, our political representatives, or by the organizations we commonly support and normally rely on to advocate on our behalf. USA Farmers is the only organization OF, BY and FOR the grower using the H-2A program. USA Farmers is focused, committed, and well positioned to be an effective advocate for H-2A growers. USA Farmers also provides a forum where I can be exposed to, and learn from, H-2A users large and small from across the nation. I have been very impressed with USA Farmers’ consistent and effective advocacy on our behalf in Washington DC and I am grateful to be part of it.”

Steve Fortin
Sierra-Cascade Nursery, Inc.
Susanville, CA
1,288 – H2A workers in 2016

“Being a farmer in 2017 we face challenges that other industries do not have. Our operation, Lewis Taylor Farms, employees 429 H2-A workers a year which makes labor a major concern for our company today, and in the future. We are very pleased to have USA Farmers on our side advocating on our behalf to those in Washington D.C. USA Farmers knows the needs of farmers and is diligent in reaching out and working with current leaders so we can have immigration reform put in place that fits the needs of the agriculture industry, as well as help direct legislation to ease some of the burdens that farmers currently face. USA Farmers is for farmers, because it is led by farmers. Their goal is to help us all preserve our industry and maintain a safe and American grown product.

Bill Brin
Lewis Taylor Farms/ Quality Produce / Spring Hill Produce / LTF Greenhouses
Tifton, GA